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[1] The temporal and spatial development of sprite-producing lightning flashes is examined
with coordinated observations over an asymmetric mesoscale convective system (MCS) on
29 June 2011 near the Oklahoma LightningMappingArray (LMA). Sprites produced by a total
of 26 lightning flashes were observed simultaneously on video from Bennett, Colorado and
Hawley, Texas, enabling a triangulation of sprites in comparison with temporal development of
parent lightning (in particular, negatively charged stepped leaders) in three-dimensional space.
In general, prompt sprites produced within 20ms after the causative stroke are less horizontally
displaced (typically<30 km) from the ground stroke than delayed sprites, which usually occur
over 40ms after the stroke with significant lateral offsets (>30 km). However, both prompt and
delayed sprites are usually centered within 30 km of the geometric center of relevant LMA
sources (with affinity to negative stepped leaders) during the prior 100ms interval. Multiple
sprites appearing as dancing/jumping events associated with a single lightning flash could be
produced either by distinct strokes of the flash, by a single stroke through a series of current
surges superposed on an intense continuing current, or by both. Our observations imply that
sprites elongated in one direction are sometimes linked to in-cloud leader structure with the
same elongation, and sprites that were more symmetric were produced above the progression
of multiple negative leaders. This suggests that the large-scale structure of sprites could be
affected by the in-cloud geometry of positive charge removal. Based on an expanded dataset of
39 sprite-parent flashes by including more sprites recorded by one single camera over the same
MCS, the altitude (above mean sea level, MSL) of positively charged cloud region tapped by
sprite-producing strokes declined gradually from ~10kmMSL (�35�C) to around 6 km MSL
(�10�C) as the MCS evolved through the mature stage. On average, the positive charge
removal by causative strokes of sprites observed on 29 June is centered at 3.6 km above the
freezing level or at 7.9 km above ground level.

Citation: Lu, G., et al. (2013), Coordinated observations of sprites and in-cloud lightning flash structure, J. Geophys. Res.
Atmos., 118, 6607–6632, doi:10.1002/jgrd.50459.

1. Introduction

[2] Understanding of lightning effects in near Earth’s
space has progressed substantially by studying associated
transient luminous events (TLEs) in the mesosphere

[Rodger, 1999; Pasko et al., 2011; Rycroft and Harrison,
2011]. As one major class of TLEs, sprites are produced
by cloud-to-ground (CG) strokes, overwhelmingly positive
polarity [Boccippio et al., 1995; Lyons, 1996; Huang et al.,
1999] and occasionally negative [Barrington-Leigh et al.,
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1999; Taylor et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012], that transfer a
large amount of charge from cloud to ground through an
impulse current following the return stroke [Gomes and
Cooray, 1998; Bell et al., 1998; Cummer and Lyons, 2005]
and/or a tailing continuing current that endures tens to
hundreds of milliseconds [Cummer and Füllekrug, 2001].
The fast charge removal from clouds generates a transient
electric field in the mesosphere [Pasko et al., 1997], which
can exceed threshold for conventional dielectric breakdown
to initiate the streamer-type ionization [Pasko et al., 1998a,
Raizer et al., 1998; Liu and Pasko, 2004; Ebert et al.,
2010; Qin et al., 2011] to span the altitude range of 40 to
90 km [Sentman and Wescott, 1993; Lyons, 1994; Stanley
et al., 1999; McHarg et al., 2002].
[3] Observations from a variety of platforms including

airplanes [Sentman and Wescott, 1993] and orbiting vehicles
[Vaughan et al., 1992; Boeck et al., 1995; Yair et al., 2004;
Chen et al., 2008], with coordinated measurements of elec-
trical properties of causative strokes [Reising et al., 1996;
Cummer and Inan, 1997; Li et al., 2008], have enriched
our understanding of the phenomenology of sprites and
advanced the exploration of their correlation with parent
lightning. Sprites typically appear as brief, vertically struc-
tured optical emissions above energetic thunderstorms abun-
dant in high peak-current +CG strokes [Winckler, 1995;
Neubert et al., 2001]. Most sprites compose multiple
column- or carrot-shaped elements that each usually remains
luminous less than the integration time (usually ~17ms) of a
regular-rate video field [Sentman and Wescott, 1993;
Sentman et al., 1995; São Sabbas et al., 2003], although in-
dividual sprite elements may remain visible for >40ms if
the driving electric field is sustained by continuing lightning
charge transfer. Within the resolution available to imaging
systems, sprites may consist of multiple elements that appear
simultaneously (as “sprite clusters”) over a transverse scale
of 10 to 50 km [Sentman and Wescott, 1993; Sentman
et al., 1995; Füllekrug et al., 2001] or sequentially (as
“jumping” or “dancing” sprites) over lateral distances up to
200 km [Lyons, 1994; Winckler et al., 1996].
[4] Coordinated observations also demonstrate considerable

variations in the temporal and spatial relationship between
sprites and causative strokes. Time delays of sprites relative
to parent strokes range widely from <1ms to more than
200ms with the majority recorded within 20ms after the return
stroke [Hu et al., 2002; Li et al., 2008]. Sprites are often later-
ally displaced from the ground location of parent strokes, and
the horizontal offset can vary from essentially zero to as much
as 100 km [Sentman et al., 1995; Lyons, 1996; Füllekrug et al.,
2001; Wescott et al., 2001; Soula et al., 2010], implying the
influence of some factors that are not reflected in most sprite
models in addition to a long, tortuous lightning channel with
a significant horizontal section [Fuquay, 1982].
[5] The observed variations in sprite morphology and the

spatial and temporal relationship between sprites and causative
strokes reflect the complexity of parent lightning in addition
to the possible influence of micrometeors [Wescott et al.,
2001; Zabotin and Wright, 2001] or mesospheric inhomo-
geneity [Sentman et al., 2003]. It has been suggested that
in-cloud (IC) activity of sprite-producing +CG (SP+CG)
strokes could play a role in sprite formation [Valdivia
et al., 1997; Ohkubo et al., 2005; van der Velde et al.,
2006; Marshall et al., 2007; Asano et al., 2009b]. For

example, measurements have shown that at least in some
cases, the IC activity is connected to a simultaneous enhance-
ment in cloud-to-ground charge transfer [Li et al., 2008]
that modeling shows can produce a sprite [Yashunin
et al., 2007; Asano et al., 2009a]. There is also numerical
modeling showing that sprites formation laterally
displaced from parent strokes and some variances in
sprite morphology might be caused by a horizontal in-
cloud lightning channel [Asano et al., 2009b]. To under-
stand how the in-cloud lightning structure affects the
sprite morphology, it is necessary to make complemen-
tary observations of lightning development with consider-
able temporal and spatial resolution in addition to sprite
observations, as first implemented by Stanley [2000] near
the Lightning Detection and Ranging system in Florida.
[6] The main objective of this work is to investigate the

connection between sprites and their parent lightning on
the basis of coordinated sprite and lightning observations
near Lightning Mapping Arrays (LMAs). A network of
low-light video cameras (SpriteCam) has been installed
across the United States to capture TLEs with an emphasis
over the U.S. Great Plains, where mesoscale convective.
systems (MCSs) are proficient in producing sprites during
the mature and dissipation stage [Lyons, 1996; Lyons
et al., 2009]. Building on prior studies of lightning mapping
observations related to sprites or high charge transfer posi-
tive strokes [Stanley, 2000; van der Velde et al., 2006,
2010; Marshall et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009; Lang et al.,
2010; Suzuki et al., 2011], sprite observations of the
SpriteCam network in 2011 near the LMAs are examined
to show how the in-cloud lightning structure is linked to
the sprite-driving charge transfer and sprite formation in
the mesosphere.
[7] Here we focus the main analysis on triangulated sprite

observations on 29 June 2011 over an asymmetric MCS near
the Oklahoma Lightning Mapping Array (OKLMA)
[MacGorman et al., 2008], with some discussions extended
to other sprites observed over the same storm. Sprite produc-
tion along with its spatial and temporal variations is com-
pared with the flash structure shown by LMA data and
time-resolved lightning current extracted from broadband
lightning sferics. By triangulating sprites with multiple cam-
eras relative to the LMA-resolved lightning structure and
measuring electrical lightning properties with a wide range
of radio instrumentation, we investigate the relationship
between sprite occurrence and causative lightning develop-
ment. The main conclusions regarding the MCS on 29 June
are summarized in the following:
[8] 1. Analyses of sprite observations on 29 June confirm

that the impulse charge moment change (iCMC) is a better
metric than peak current to evaluate the sprite production
potential. For the MCS on 29 June, the parent flash of
+CG strokes with iCMCs> +300C km is 90% likely to
produce a sprite at some point during the flash.
[9] 2. Multiple sprites can be produced in a lightning flash

in two distinct ways. In 8 out of 14 cases, multiple sprites are
produced by discrete strokes widely separated in the flash; in
the remaining six cases, multiple sprites are produced through
impulse charge transfer and intermittent surges during the con-
tinuing current in one stroke.
[10] 3. Sprites are usually produced above the cloud re-

gion tapped by preceding negative leaders even if the sprite
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is considerably displaced from the parent stroke. Although
we observed horizontal offsets as large as 70 km from the
ground stroke, especially for sprites with long delays
(>40ms), sprites are typically centered laterally within
30 km of the cloud region explored by negative leaders
within 100ms prior to the sprite.
[11] 4. On average, prompt sprites produced with delays

<20ms are less laterally displaced from the parent stroke
than delayed sprites that typically occur more than 40ms
after the stroke. In other words, parent strokes of prompt
sprites remove positive charge from less displaced cloud
regions than lightning strokes producing delayed sprites.
[12] 5. When the large-scale structure of sprites exhibits

significant asymmetry, such as elongation in one direction,
the same asymmetry is often shown by in-cloud negative
leader progression. This suggests that the large-scale struc-
ture of sprites is affected by the geometry of positive charge
removal from the in-cloud charge reservoir.
[13] 6. Many sprites, especially those appearing to be very

bright, were observed over the secondary maximum of radar
reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) in the trailing stratiform, indicating
the presence of a major positive charge concentration in
this region.
[14] 7. Examinations of 42 SP+CG strokes spawned in 39

flashes indicate that the altitude (above mean sea level,
MSL) of positive charge removal by SP+CG strokes
descended gradually from about 10 km MSL (�35�C) to
near 6 km MSL (�10�C) as the MCS evolved through the
mature stage.

2. Instrumentation Network and Methods

[15] Figure 1 shows the instrumentation network for sprite
observations, which consists of seven low-light video
cameras (SpriteCam) located near LMAs in New Mexico,

Oklahoma, Alabama, and Washington, DC. In 2011, the
SpriteCam network recorded about 900 sprites over a
variety of meteorological systems; the vast majority
(>95%) of sprite-producing strokes were reported by the
U.S. National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN)
[Cummins et al., 1998; Lyons et al., 2009], including three
high peak-current (>65 kA) negative strokes with iCMCs
in excess of �450 C km [Li et al., 2012]. The ground loca-
tions of NLDN-detected sprite-parent strokes are shown in
Figure 1. Lightning emissions of <1 Hz to 300 kHz are
recorded for these strokes with multiple magnetic sensors
near Duke University (35.970�N, �79.094�E). Low-
frequency (LF) signals are recorded at five more sites,
making it possible to detect lightning processes on 10 to
100 ms timescales in sprite-parent flashes that are not
reported by the NLDN. Broadband lightning emissions
recorded for sprites not linked to NLDN-reported lightning
events suggest a correlation with +CG strokes; there is no
convincing evidence that the sprite might be produced by
IC lightning processes. All our measurements (as well as
NLDN and LMA) are synchronized using the Global
Positioning System (GPS).

2.1. Low-Light Video Systems (SpriteCam)

[16] Under favorable cloud-free conditions, large-scale
brief luminous glows from sprites are readily captured by
imaging devices with enhanced sensitivity [Franz et al.,
1990], and those particularly bright might be visible to
dark-adapted naked eyes [Lyons, 1994]. The SpriteCam is
developed based on a high-sensitivity monochrome CCD
video camera (WAT-902H2U, with minimum illumination
of 0.0001 lux at F1.4), which is mounted on an antenna
rotator for a maneuverable operation to maximize the yield
by manually pointing it toward the sky portion of possible
TLE observation. This is assisted by a nowcast webpage that
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Figure 1. Instrumentation network for the sprite observations in 2011. Low-light video cameras
(SpriteCam) and low-frequency (LF) magnetic sensors are installed at several stations to investigate the
correlation between transient luminous events and their parent lightning in the U.S. High Plains, especially
those near the Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) in NewMexico (NewMexico Tech LMA and White Sands
LMA), Oklahoma, north Alabama, and Washington, DC. The circles centered at LMA origins represent the
200 km detection range. The Yucca Ridge Field Station (40.702�N, �105.030�E) near Fort Collins,
Colorado, coordinates the operation of SpriteCams. Positive and negative sprite-producing strokes are shown
as red crosses and black squares, respectively.
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shows locations of high-iCMC strokes based on real-time
NLDN data and the lightning Charge Moment Change Net-
work with two magnetic sensors near Yucca Ridge and
Duke University, respectively [Lang et al., 2010].
[17] The SpriteCam is operated in trigger mode (based on the

UFOCaptureV2 software, http://sonotaco.com/soft/e_index.
html#ufocv2) to capture sprites with brightness above a
threshold related to the background brightness. Video streams
over 2 s roughly centered at the triggering event are saved at
a rate of 30 frames (or 60 interlaced fields) per second. A time
inserter overlays the GPS-based Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) with millisecond precision on each video field. As the
stamped time corresponds to the end-of-field, the captured
sprite initiates in the preceding ~17ms (the integration time
of one field) and presumably after the causative stroke. When
a sprite becomes brighter in the next field, the stamped time
roughly corresponds to the sprite initiation because high-
speed imaging indicates that sprites typically develop to the full
vertical scale within a few milliseconds after inception
[Rairden and Mende, 1995; Stanley et al., 1999; McHarg
et al., 2002]. Previous analyses have shown that the vast
majority of sprites initiate within 20ms after parent strokes
[Li et al., 2008], as confirmed by SpriteCam observations in
2011. In this work, sprites initiated within 20ms after the initial
ground contact of causative strokes are defined as prompt
events and otherwise are delayed events that occur mainly
by responding to the enhancement in continuing current
[Gamerota et al., 2011].
[18] When video observations of sprites are available from

two or more stations, sprite locations can be triangulated by
analysis with respect to the background star field [Wescott
et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2011]. In particular, when the
multiple elements of a sprite appear in sequence, it is possi-
ble to triangulate individual elements in comparison with the
progression of lightning leaders inside clouds (see an exam-
ple in section 5.2). Different sprite elements that appear in
the same video field are distinguished and triangulated with
the assumption that the brighter element recorded by one
camera will appear brighter when observed by another. We
estimate the transverse scale of sprites with the vertically
structured streamers, which will underestimate the overall
size of high-altitude optical emissions when the sprite is
accompanied by a diffuse halo [Wescott et al., 2001]. Also,
different SpriteCams are not synchronized, and recorded
sprite images are usually not perfectly matched in time,
which might lead to small uncertainty (a few km) in triangu-
lation since the optically visible size of sprites might vary
with time.

2.2. Lightning Mapping Array (LMA)

[19] Lightning development in the electrified thunder-
clouds comprises negative and positive leaders that start
from a common origin and extend into cloud regions
charged oppositely to their respective polarity [Kasemir,
1960; Coleman et al., 2003]. Due to the stepped nature
[Morrow and Blackburn, 2002], progression of negative
leaders through positive cloud regions are prolific in very
high frequency (VHF) emissions. Lightning sources of these
impulsive emissions can be located via measurements at
multiple ground-based receivers using the “time-of-arrival”
technique [Proctor, 1971], such as the Lightning Mapping
Array (LMA) developed by New Mexico Tech [Rison

et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2004]. Positive leaders through
negatively charged cloud regions are less impulsive, while
their trails can be resolved by detecting associated retrograde
negative breakdown (so-called “recoil leaders” or K pro-
cesses) when they encounter localized negative charge
concentrations [Thomas et al., 2001; Akita et al., 2010].
Therefore, the LMA-resolved lightning structure provides
an alternative way to construct the gross charge structure
of thunderclouds in addition to balloon soundings of electric
field profile [Winn et al., 1981; Stolzenburg et al., 1998;
Coleman et al., 2003; Carey et al., 2005; Rust et al., 2005;
Bruning et al., 2010].
[20] With GPS-synchronized measurements at multiple

VHF receivers, the LMA locates isolated sources in successive
80ms timewindows and yields three-dimensional (3-D) images
of lightning evolution with considerable temporal and spatial
resolution [Rison et al., 1999]. LMAobservations contain clues
regarding key stages of lightning evolution in the parent storm.
For example, initial LMA sources in a sequence are used to
locate the flash origin between two oppositely charged cloud
regions where the electric stress exceeds the threshold of light-
ning initiation [Coleman et al., 2003; Maggio et al., 2005].
[21] As the results of our analysis are subject to the

LMA detection efficiency, we mainly examined the evolu-
tion of sprite-producing strokes located within 200 km of
the LMA origin, as suggested by previous work using the
OKLMA data [MacGorman et al., 2008; Lang et al.,
2010]. Our analysis is based on LMA sources that are lo-
cated by ≥8VHF receivers with reduced chi-square (w2)
values ≤1.0. However, as the OKLMA detection efficiency
decreases beyond 120 km [Lang et al., 2010], LMA sources
at >120 km range detected by seven receivers (with w2 ≤ 1.0)
are included. During the observations on 29 June, an air-
plane flew over the OKLMA and provided a chance to eval-
uate the LMA geolocation accuracy [e.g., Thomas et al.,
2004]. The aircraft tracking result suggests that the LMA
location uncertainty for sources at ranges up to 80 km is
<500m, consistent with the analyses of Lang et al. [2010],
who showed that the vertical LMA geolocation error is less
than ~2 km for lightning sources within 200 km.
[22] LMA sources that are interpreted as being related to

negative leaders are used to identify positively charged
cloud regions in sprite-producing storms, which are our
major interest. Negative cloud regions are marked with
LMA sources linked to K processes, which are characterized
by relatively weak VHF radiation, sporadic detections, and
relatively small detection range (<100 km) in contrast with
negative stepped leaders [Thomas et al., 2001]. Hence, the
majority of LMA sources, especially those detected at
>100 km range, reflect the progression of negative leaders
through positive cloud regions with radar reflectivity
≥20 dBZ [Stanley, 2000; Lang et al., 2010]; our analyses
did not include LMA sources >100 km from the LMA
origin that are likely associated with K processes. We use
the LMA sources within an empirical time interval of
100ms (denoted as t100,sp) prior to sprites to visually identify
the positive cloud region with major contribution to sprite
production. Lang et al. [2010] used a similar method to iden-
tify the positive cloud region responsible for sprites with
LMA sources detected after the SP+CG stroke through the
end of TLE observation. Our method usually uses more
LMA sources to constrain the positive cloud region possibly
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involved in sprite production by outlining the progression of
negative leaders prior to sprites, yet it remains possible our
method does not identify the whole cloud region contributing
to sprite formation. For the majority of sprites observed on 29
June, two methods yield similar estimates on the altitude of
positive charge removal by SP+CG strokes. However, in sev-
eral cases where sprites occurred with short delays (<10ms),
only a few LMA sources are identified with the method of
Lang et al. [2010], which are insufficient to outline the cloud
region of positive charge removal. To estimate the average den-
sity of charge removal by SP+CGs, we constrain the positively
charged cloud region, as a first-order approximation, using a
circle with the minimum diameter to enclose LMA sources
(linked to negative leaders propagating in the stratiform)
detected after the return stroke through the end of detectable
continuing current.

2.3. Radio Frequency Magnetic Sensors

[23] All the sferic measurements are synchronized using a
GPS receiver with operational accuracy better than 1ms, and
various sampling rates are used depending on the actual
frequency range of different sensors that are coordinated to
record lightning emissions in a broad frequency range
(<1Hz to 300 kHz). Both very low frequency (VLF, 50Hz
to ~30 kHz, sampled at 100 kHz) and ultra low-frequency
(ULF, <1Hz to 400Hz, sampled at 2500Hz) sensors have
the long-range detection capability because lightning signals
at these frequencies effectively propagate in the Earth-
ionosphere waveguide [Pessi et al., 2009]. These two
sensors are deployed in Duke Forest with low background
noise level. Lightning emissions in the LF (30 kHz to
300 kHz, sampled at 1MHz) range attenuate fast over dis-
tance. Therefore, multiple LF sensors are installed, including
one on the campus of Texas Tech University within 500 km
range from most sprites on 29 June. Measurements at three
or more LF sensor contribute to locate individual fast light-
ning events during the sprite-parent flash.

[24] Figure 2 shows the sferic measurements with multiple
magnetic sensors for a +CG stroke that produced a prompt
sprite. LF signals recorded at close range can be used to
determine the polarity and type (i.e., intracloud or cloud to
ground) of lightning events. The polarity of a lightning event
can be determined using the initial pulse (i.e., the ground
wave) recorded at relatively close range (<800 km at night-
time). LF signals of IC fast events usually appear as isolated
pulses of short duration (<50 ms), and reflections from the
ionosphere are often distinct [Smith et al., 1999; Wu et al.,
2011]. In contrast, LF emissions of CG strokes usually bear
a longer duration (>100 ms), and the sferic waveform typi-
cally reflects the complexity of source current that is mainly
driven by the progression of negative leaders. As shown in
Figure 2, the LF sferics of SP+CG strokes usually appear
as a burst of impulsive signals over milliseconds, reflecting
a connection with post-stroke negative leader propagation
along in-cloud lightning channels [Lu et al., 2009].
Similarly, LF signals of negative CGs are often preceded
by emissions from downward negative leader prior to the
stroke. In general, our approach of lightning classification
is more reliable by using the signals of both events and
the context.
[25] For the sprite-associated charge transfer investigated

in this work, we are particularly interested in the impulse
charge transfer within a few milliseconds after the return
stroke [Gomes and Cooray, 1998; Bell et al., 1998] and
the subsequent continuing current that lasts tens to hundreds
of milliseconds [Rust et al., 1981; Li et al., 2008]. In
the cylindrical coordinates where the stroke is placed at the
origin, the magnetic deflection is dominated by the
azimuthal component, Bf(t). In our definitions, +CGs that
effectively transfer positive charge from cloud to ground
generate negative Bf(t) at the sensor and result in positive
charge moment changes.
[26] From the ULF data, we apply the deconvolution

method of Cummer and Inan [2000] to derive the time-
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Figure 2. Broadband lightning signals measured with various magnetic sensors for a +CG stroke (at
1005:55.069 UTC on 29 June) producing a prompt sprite. The signal of sprite current is distinct in Duke
ULF and VLF data, indicating that the sprite reached the maximum brightness within 3ms after the return
stroke. The plotted signals are normalized by the maximum and are shifted vertically to avoid the overlap.
Absolute UTC times are used for plotting the measured signal; the temporal offset of lightning-induced
defections recorded by different sensors reflects varying propagation delays due to different distances
from the lightning source.
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resolved current moment, MI(t), along a vertical light-
ning channel. The iCMC is the integral of MI(t) over
the first 2 ms after the return stroke [Cummer and Lyons,
2005]; and the total charge moment change (CMC) is the
integral of MI(t) over the discernible duration of
lightning-induced excursion [Li et al., 2008; Lu et al.,
2009]. The VLF data can be used to derive current mo-
ment with higher resolution, while in this work they are
used mainly to identify the signature of bright sprites
that, either prompt or delayed, drive a magnetic pulse
of ~2ms without considerable energy above 3 kHz (see
an example in Figure 2) [Cummer et al., 1998; Cummer
and Füllekrug, 2001], reflecting an electrical current
along the streamer region of sprites [Pasko et al.,
1998b; Hager et al., 2012]. This characteristic signal, es-
pecially the absence of VLF energy, provides an efficient
means to detect sprite occurrence in special situations,
such as daytime sprites caused by exceptionally large
CMCs [Stanley et al., 2000]. The delay of sprite current
pulse relative to the parent stroke could be <1ms for
large impulse charge transfers, and iCMCs greater than
+800 C km usually contain contributions from both
sprites and parent strokes. In this case, it is not possible
to discriminate sprite current from lightning current
without additional measurements [e.g., Cummer et al.,
2006], but the sprite occurrence can be definitively de-
termined. For the MCS on 29 June, the signal of “sprite
current” with aforementioned features is used to infer the
sprite occurrence (in the field of view of the Bennett
camera but not recorded) associated with a high peak-
current (277 kA) +CG stroke at 0352 UTC with an ex-
ceptional iCMC of +1280 C km.

3. Overview of Sprite Observations on
29 June 2011

[27] The sprites on 29 June were observed above a warm
season mesoscale convective system (MCS) common to
the U.S. Great Plains. Late in the day 28 June, the moist
air from Mexico became instable in eastern Colorado and
grew into a squall line near the border of Kansas and
Oklahoma between 00 UTC and 01 UTC (29 June). The
squall line gradually evolved upscale into a larger MCS with
a leading-line, trailing-stratiform (LLTS) structure, which
became prominent after 0600 UTC. The MCS at the mature
stage exhibited the features of an asymmetric case [Houze
et al., 1990], started to become disorganized after 0800
UTC, and eventually dissipated after sunrise. In general,
the isolation of the storm and the cloud-free lines of sight
made conditions ideal for the observation from Bennett,
Colorado (39.693�N, �104.488�E) and Hawley, Texas
(32.657�N, �99.844�E). During a time span of 7 h from
0330 to 1030 UTC, sprites produced by 67 distinct +CG
strokes were recorded by one or both cameras; the subset
of these sprites analyzed in detail is described in section
3.3. Parent strokes of these sprites were reported by the
NLDN as having peak currents ranging widely from 8 kA
to 274 kA. A small fraction (12%) of these strokes, including
three with peak currents over 50 kA, were classified as
positive ICs but were all actually +CG strokes based on
the LF signal.

3.1. SpriteCam Observations and Sprite Probability

[28] Figure 3a shows the locations of NLDN-detected SP
+CG strokes with accuracy better than 600m in Oklahoma
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Figure 3. (a) Coordinated sprite-lightning observation near the OKLMA on 29 June 2011. The two
circles centered at the LMA origin (35.279�N, �97.918�E) represent the range of 100 km and
200 km radius, respectively. Lightning strokes related to sprites captured by both Bennett and
Hawley SpriteCams are indicated by red triangles. Parent strokes of sprites only recorded at Bennett
or Hawley are indicated by black and blue triangles, respectively. (b) Probability of sprite produc-
tion for +CG strokes with peak currents in a given range (bars) and above a given value (line). (c)
Probability of sprite production for +CG strokes with impulse charge moment changes in a given
range (bars) and above a given value (line).
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[Biagi et al., 2007], and the stroke time can be further deter-
mined precisely (to a few ms) with sferic data. Sprites pro-
duced by a total of 29 strokes (spawned in 26 flashes)
were recorded by both cameras for a triangulation; there

were three flashes that each generated two distinct SP+CG
strokes. Apparently, the main sprite production after the first
capture at 0336 UTC has been tracked by the Bennett
SpriteCam, which, due to imperfectness of the imaging
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Figure 4. NEXRAD radar scan (0.56� elevation angle) of base reflectivity from Dodge City, Kansas, showing
the evolution of an asymmetric mesoscale convective system over which sprites produced by 67 distinct +CG
strokes were recorded between 0330 UTC and 1010 UTC on 29 June 2011. Parent strokes of these sprites are
shown as triangles on the radar image. Most SP+CG strokes were located behind the leading convection line; be-
tween 0645 UTC and 0836 UTC, many sprites were observed above a secondary maximum of radar reflectivity
(≥35dBZ) embedded in the trailing stratiform. Parent strokes of sprites observed simultaneously from Bennett
and Hawley are indicated with the time of occurrence. Figure 5 shows the vertical reflectivity structure of the
MCS along a cross section marked by the pink line in Figure 4l, which shows the base reflectivity at 0844 UTC.
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system, missed the sprites of four strokes recorded at
Hawley. The Hawley SpriteCam started to capture sprites
at about 0600 UTC when the sprite-producing cells migrated
southeastward into the field of view (FOV) and missed
several sprites that mostly appeared to be dim as seen from
Bennett. At different ranges from the OKLMA, the Bennett
and Hawley cameras are mounted with lenses of different
focal lengths (14.0mm and 6.0mm, respectively) so that
their horizontal FOV (between dashed lines in Figure 3a)
yields comparable coverage over the OKLMA. As shown
in Figure 3a, these two cameras are well separated and
constitute an ideal pair to triangulate TLEs over central
Oklahoma. The average ground level near the OKLMA is
about 400m [Lang et al., 2010].
[29] Figures 3b and 3c give the percentage of sprite

production for about 900 +CG strokes (detected by the NLDN
with peak currents >20 kA and located in the FOV of one or
both cameras) generated by the MCS on 29 June. These
figures give the probability of +CG strokes, ordered respec-
tively by peak current and impulse charge moment change,
to produce a sprite at a certain moment during the parent light-
ning flash. For example, +CG strokes with peak currents
between 100 kA and 150 kA are 28% likely to produce sprites,
which is almost the same as that for all the +CG strokes with
peak currents above 100 kA; +CG strokes with iCMCs of
200–250Ckm are 40% likely to produce sprites, in compari-
son with 70% for all the +CGs with iCMCs> +200Ckm.
Our results are consistent with previous assertions of Huang
et al. [1999] andHu et al. [2002] that impulse charge moment
is a better metric (than the peak current of return stroke) to
assess the potential of a +CG stroke to produce sprites. Collec-
tively, for the MCS on 29 June, +CG strokes with iCMCs
+300Ckm are 90% likely to produce sprites during the
remaining duration of parent flashes, consistent with the finding
of Lyons et al. [2009] that the chance of sprite production is
>75–80% for +CGs with iCMCs above +300Ckm.

3.2. Stroke Locations and Storm Structure

[30] Figure 4 plots the locations of sprite-producing
strokes in comparison with the MCS development shown
by the plan position indicator of base reflectivity at 0.56�
elevation from the NEXRAD radar located in Dodge City,
Kansas. Sprites coincidently recorded at Bennett and
Hawley are indicated with the time of their occurrence. At
the time of the first sprite observation, the MCS had

developed a contiguous radar echo (>10 dBZ) area larger
than 20,000 km2, one of the established prerequisites for
probable sprite-producing storms in the U.S. High Plains;
nearly all the SP+CG strokes were located under cloud
regions with modest reflectivity of 20–35 dBZ [Lyons
et al., 2009]. Also, after the trailing-stratiform region was
formed at about 0530 UTC, most SP+CG strokes were
located behind the arc-shape leading edge with deep convec-
tion, confirming previous findings that sprites are commonly
observed over the stratiform area of mature LLTS MCSs
[Lyons et al., 2009; Lang et al., 2010].
[31] For the MCS on 29 June, roughly between 0600 UTC

and 0930 UTC, there was a secondary maximum of radar
reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) embedded in the stratiform. Most
sprites between 0645 UTC and 0836 UTC were observed
over this region. Figure 5 shows the vertical cross section
of radar reflectivity (composite from multiple NEXRAD
radar scans) along the pink line in Figure 4l; the leading
convection and trailing stratiform are both distinct. We can
see that the enhanced radar echo was related to a bright band
(35–45 dBZ) near the freezing level (or 0�C isotherm) at
4.7 km MSL altitude as inferred from the synoptic balloon
sounding at 12 UTC from Norman (35.18�N, �97.44�E),
Oklahoma. Braun and Houze [1994] attributed the forma-
tion of this secondary band to the depositional growth
(in the mesoscale updraft of stratiform region) of cloud ice
particles detrained from leading convection regions [Carey
et al., 2005; Ely et al., 2008]. It is of our particular interest
to see if the associated charge separation makes a significant
contribution to the abundance of positive charge in favor of
sprite production above the trailing stratiform. We will show
in section 4.2 that the positive charge layer above this strong
radar echo was the main source of the brightest sprite
(cluster) observed on 29 June.

3.3. Selected Sprites for Analysis

[32] We focus our analysis on the sprites that were coinci-
dently observed from Bennett and Hawley for a triangula-
tion, yet other sprites recorded on one camera remain
valuable for the discussion with LMA data in section 7.
Triangulated sprites (including 36 temporally and spatially
distinct events) were produced by 29 distinct strokes
spawned in 26 flashes based on the LMA data. These strokes
and sprites are listed in Table 1. The large majority of these
strokes were located within 200 km of the OKLMA
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Figure 5. Composite radar scan showing the vertical reflectivity structure (along the pink line shown in
Figure 4l) of the MCS on 29 June 2011. Note that the reflectivity legend is different from that used in
Figure 4 due to the processing with different software.
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(Figure 3a), and good LMA data are available to resolve the
spatiotemporal development of sprite-parent flashes after
0646 UTC. Almost all of these sprite-parent flashes endured
considerably longer than 1 s (i.e., the traditional flash duration
limit used by the NLDN [Cummins et al., 1998]) and devel-
oped a lateral scale in excess of 80 km, with a spatial structure
reminiscent of that typically observed for +CG flashes during
the mature and dissipation stage of MCSs [Carey et al., 2005],
namely the flash initiates in the leading convection and propa-
gates rearward along a slanting pathway into the trailing strat-
iform to spawn a SP+CG stroke [Stanley, 2000]. Several
sprite-producing flashes, however, initiated in the stratiform
area [Lang et al., 2010] and spawned a sprite-producing
+CG stroke shortly after flash onset. Measurable continuing
current for SP+CG strokes was always linked to negative
leader progression resolved by the LMA.

[33] The impulse and total charge moment change (over
the discernible duration of continuing current, tcc) of SP
+CG strokes are calculated from Duke ULF signals recorded
at 1720� 80 km range. The original altitude of positive
charge removal (H+SP) by SP+CGs, as estimated with the
mean altitude of LMA sources during the t100,sp interval, is
given in Table 1. In order to derive the amount of positive
charge removal based on CMC estimate, one must subtract
H+SP by the average ground level (0.4 km MSL) to get the
original altitude of positive charge above ground level
(AGL). The values of H+SP range between 5.4 and 10.7 km,
staying above the freezing level, and most SP+CGs with
H+SP <7.0 km were located beneath the stratiform region
with ≤30 dBZ radar reflectivity. A long continuing current
of >100ms is discerned for the vast majority of SP+CG
strokes, and the average charge moment change is about

Table 1. List of SP+CG Strokes (Reported by the NLDN) Associated With Sprites That Were Observed Simultaneously by the Bennett
and Hawley SpriteCams on 29 June 2011 Over a Mesoscale Convective System Near the Oklahoma Lightning Mapping Arraya

SP+CG Information (From NLDN)

Flash # Time (UTC) Latitude (�N) Longitude (�E) Peak Current (kA)

iCMC
(C km)/H+SP

(km, MSL)
CMC

(C km)/tcc (ms) RS-Sprite Delay

1b 06:00:57.431 37.1364 �99.1050 79.0 290/10.0 5000/250 tdelay ≤ 4ms
122ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 135ms

2b 06:30:29.667 36.9314 �98.8921 52.0 178/10.3 6530/280 4ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 15ms
287ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 298ms

3b 06:45:47.615 36.7183 �98.9106 49.0 239/10.1 9940/400 tdelay ≤ 6ms
89ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 106ms

4 06:48:49.847 36.7578 �99.1242 63.0 541/9.5 9930/420 tdelay ≤ 6ms
5 06:58:05.647 36.8485 �99.1925 87.0 595/8.9 1800/80 tdelay ≤ 11ms
6 07:15:10.471 36.7811 �98.8676 36.0 115/9.6 5440/340 6ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 10ms
7 07:22:01.783 36.7682 �98.8798 65.0 580/10.7 6190/240 tdelay ≤ 9ms
8 07:49:14.723 36.9383 �98.7126 106.0 661/10.3 9120/210 tdelay ≤ 14ms
9c 07:53:06.119 36.3168 �98.3247 12.0 36/9.4 3560/200 tdelay ~ 17ms

07:53:06.608 36.9319 �98.6983 128.0 485/8.9 5160/150 tdelay ≤ 12ms
10b 07:58:00.975 36.7333 �98.0445 53.0 283/8.2 11,060/470 6ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 22ms

139ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 151ms
11 08:00:13.429 36.3874 �98.2622 18.0 28/8.4 4800/480 50ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 66ms
12 08:06:12.016 36.4875 �98.5262 100.0 349/7.3 5860/340 5ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 13ms
13 08:09:31.720 36.8140 �98.7423 156.0 1150/9.1 7980/180 tdelay ≤ 14ms
14 08:10:19.128 36.3454 �98.3419 54.0 240/7.5 7960/500 tdelay ≤ 6ms
15 08:12:59.449 36.6062 �98.6129 87.0 314/8.3 11,650/550 tdelay ≤ 11ms
16b 08:16:55.600 36.1907 �98.1828 59.0 124/7.7 13,000/650 122ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 139ms

156ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 163ms
180ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 188ms
272ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 289ms

17 08:23:30.987 36.4296 �98.5069 149.0 547/7.4 8190/400 tdelay ≤ 4ms
18 08:28:53.131 36.1486 �98.2636 59.0 489/8.3 10,360/240 tdelay ≤ 9ms
19c 08:36:11.997 35.9678 �98.1991 47.0 120/7.6 9760/460 241ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 253ms

08:36:12.465 36.6425 �98.1393 84.0 714/6.8 3380/80 3ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 8ms
20 08:42:39.098 36.4155 �97.8567 57.0 366/5.8 7520/180 6ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 21ms
21 08:45:07.956 36.0038 �98.2625 106.0 376/7.5 1490/180 tdelay ≤ 13ms
22 08:53:17.890 36.2677 �98.0367 87.0 518/6.0 10,200/140 1ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 16ms
23 08:57:26.064 35.8749 �98.1853 51.0 180/7.4 5780/190 tdelay ≤ 8ms
24 09:05:06.400 36.2792 �97.7061 136.0 602/5.9 1430/70 tdelay ≤ 15ms
25 09:09:18.922 36.2197 �97.7739 103.0 591/5.4 2640/110 1ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 12ms
26c 10:05:54.428 36.0122 �97.6457 64.0 157/7.0 4000/210 44ms ≤ tdelay ≤ 55ms

10:05:55.069 36.5388 �97.7274 274.0 992/7.3 4510/330 tdelay ≤ 5ms

aTime, location, and peak current are given for the strokes. The impulse charge moment change (iCMC) and total charge moment change (CMC) of SP+CG
strokes are calculated from Duke ULF data; the charge moment change caused by the sprite current, if calculable, is deducted from CMC to only reflect the charge
transfer in SP+CGs. The source altitude (above mean sea level, MSL) of impulse charge transfer (H+SP) is determined from LMA sources during the t100,sp interval.
The duration of continuing current (tcc) is inferred from ULF data. The last column gives the range for the temporal delay of sprite initiation relative to the return
stroke (RS), as constrained with the observations from two cameras. For example, Flash 1 spawned one SP+CG stroke that produced one prompt sprite (initiated
within 4ms after the return stroke) and one delayed sprite (between 122 and 135ms after the return stroke).

bThese flashes produced multiple sprites through the charge transfer in one single stroke, and the current surge (e.g., M components) superposed on the
continuing current plays a significant role.

cThese flashes generated two distinct SP+CG strokes that are well separated in location and time.
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+6700C km (over a mean duration of ~290ms). The aver-
age altitude of positive charge depleted through continuing
current is assumed to be H+SP, although the altitude of neg-
ative leader progression in the stratiform often varies by 1–
2 km [Carey et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2009; Lang et al., 2010].
The positive charge removed through impulse current and
continuing current can be calculated by dividing iCMC
and CMC by (H+SP–0.4 km), respectively. The last column
in Table 1 gives the time interval (relative to the return
stroke) of sprite initiation as constrained with the observa-
tions from two cameras; most sprites were also brightest
in these intervals. The dominance of prompt sprites (25 of
29 strokes or 86%) is distinct, including all the SP+CG
strokes with iCMCs in excess of +200 C km. Note that for
two strokes at 0758 UTC and 0842 UTC, respectively, the
maximum delay of sprite initiation inferred from video
was slightly over 20ms, whereas both were treated as
prompt events because their iCMCs are above the critical
value (+200 C km) for other prompt sprites on 29 June. In-
deed, the signal of sprite current is clear for the case at
0842 UTC, indicating a sprite initiation within 10ms after
the return stroke.

4. Case Study of Prompt Sprites

[34] In this section, we examine the relationship with the
parent lightning flash for prompt sprites that occurred within
20ms after the causative stroke. Two sprites with distinct
brightness are selected for the case study. The first sprite
was examined to demonstrate the typical development of
sprite-parent flashes on 29 June. Parent flashes of sprites
with similar spatial features were examined by Stanley
[2000] for a MCS in central Florida. Most sprite-parent
flashes after 0820 UTC began as ordinary bilevel IC light-
ning in the leading convection and propagated northward along
a tilted path to lower altitudes in the trailing stratiform, where
an intense SP+CG stroke was spawned. The second sprite, as
the brightest event observed on 29 June, is examined to show
that the large-scale geometry of sprite might be affected by
in-cloud lightning structure.

4.1. +CG at 0905:06.400 UTC

[35] We first present the analysis of a sprite to demonstrate
the typical observation on 29 June. This sprite was produced
by a +CG stroke (Flash 24 in Table 1) with a high peak
current of +136 kA. Figure 6 shows the OKLMA mapping
results and inverted sprite images from the Hawley and
Bennett SpriteCam. Observations from two sites constrain
the maximum sprite brightness within 15ms after the return
stroke, and the characteristic signal of sprite current is clear
in the VLF waveform, indicating a sprite inception within
3ms after the stroke. All the sprite elements are confined
in a 40 km� 40 km region centered with a few kilometers
offset from the ground stroke (marked with a pink triangle).
[36] Lightning development associated with this sprite

was resolved by as much as 1600VHF sources (over 2.5 s)
located within 160 km of the LMA origin (Figure 6b). The
LMA sources from negative leaders are shown with different
colors/symbols to illustrate the leader progression over a
transverse scale of >100 km. Figure 6e compared the pro-
gression of negative leaders with the radar scan about
2min after the flash. The flash initiated as ordinary IC near

the first LMA source (marked as a cyan cross) located at
8 km MSL (�20�C) in the convective region. Negative
leaders during the first 350ms (blue dots) progressed at
12 km MSL (�52�C) near the flash origin, at the expense
of negative charge extracted from a negatively charged re-
gion mapped by ~300 LMA sources (black crosses) from re-
coil leaders [Lu et al., 2011]. The subsequent negative leader
progression (green dots) from ~12 km to 5–7 km reflects a
positive charge layer extending from leading
convective line to the trailing stratiform through a slanted
transition region [Carey et al., 2005], which is illustrated
as an upper positive charge layer in the conceptual model
of the charge structure in MCSs [Stolzenburg et al., 1998].
The thickness of this charge layer varies around 2 km in
the conceptual model, which is used in our calculation of
average charge removal density by SP+CG strokes.
[37] The sprite-producing +CG stroke occurred when neg-

ative leaders progressed into the trailing stratiform, probably
following a scenario suggested by Krehbiel [1981]: when
negative leaders rooted in the leading convection propagate
into the stratiform, the elongated lightning channels become
cut off due to convective cooling [Picone et al., 1981]; new
positive leaders are formed at the other end of forwarding
negative leaders (to conserve the charge) and descend
toward the ground to culminate a positive stroke under the
stratiform. This scenario is consistent with high-speed video
observations of +CGs preceded by extensive horizontal
lightning channels near the cloud base [Saba et al., 2009],
yet coordinated observations of lightning progression inside
clouds and leader propagation under the cloud remain
desirable to form a comprehensive picture. A +CG stroke
occurs to transfer negative charge from ground to cloud
(equivalently, transferring positive charge from cloud to
ground). The negative charge is first distributed along
existing in-cloud lightning channels through impulse
current, and then is spread by branched negative leaders into
the stratiform through continuing current [Lu et al., 2009].
[38] LMA sources (red dots) within 100ms before sprite

initiation indicate that negative leaders developed two major
extensions in the stratiform region. As indicated in Figure 6b,
some of these LMA sources reflect a channel extension indi-
cated by the black arrow, leaving the majority linked to a
more extensive in-cloud activity (likely associated with the
progression of multiple negative leaders) enclosed by a red
circle, over which the sprite was observed. A black plus
marks the geometric center of these LMA sources (in the
red circle), indicating that the positively charged cloud re-
gion with significant contribution to the sprite initiation
was centered at 5.9 km MSL (�9�C) in the stratiform.
[39] Figure 7 shows the ULF signal and retrieved current

moment for the SP+CG stroke, which generated an iCMC
of +602C km. The second peak in the current-moment
waveform reflects the sprite current, which cumulated a
charge moment of +120C km. Continuing current in this
stroke lasted about 70ms and caused more charge moment
change (+830C km) than the impulse current. As shown in
Figure 6b, LMA sources (blue circles) during the continuing
current show a modest but definitive expansion of negative
leaders in the trailing stratiform [Lu et al., 2009]. Mean-
while, recoil leaders remained active in the negatively
charged region of the leading convection. Negative leaders
(green circles in Figure 6b) continued spreading for 1.5 s
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after the continuing current dropped below the detectable
level, yet remained confined in the stratiform with reflectiv-
ity ≥20 dBZ. Note that the negative leaders did not extend
into the cloud region above the secondary maximum of radar
reflectivity (≥35 dBZ), which is also shown by another
sprite-parent flash at 0909 UTC. This suggests that the pos-
itive charge density in this region reduced to a level insuffi-
cient to sustain the propagation of negative leaders. Indeed,
there was a relatively quiet period of sprite observation be-
tween 0910 UTC and 1005 UTC, during which only one
dim sprite was captured at 0932 UTC. Most +CGs without
sprite documented in this interval, including one with iCMC
+200C km, were associated with similar lightning morphol-
ogy to those leading to sprites.
[40] The total CMC caused by the SP+CG stroke was

approximately +1430 C km, namely, 260 C positive
charges were lowered to ground from a cloud region

centered at 5.9 km MSL (or 5.5 km AGL). Our method
using LMA sources during the +CG stroke constrains
the depleted positive charge to a 2 km thick circular
region indicated in Figure 6b. (LMA sources located in
the leading convection are not included.) The estimated
mean density of positive charge removal by the SP+CG
stroke is 0.053 nC/m3.
[41] In addition to the SP+CG stroke, the NLDN

detected 17 fast events (the lower row in Figure 6a) with
peak currents below 20 kA; at least 32 more fast events
(upper row in Figure 6a) from the same flash can be
located with sferics recorded at multiple LF sensors.
These subsidiary events were all ICs according to broad-
band sferics recorded at 460� 40 km range. Nearly one
third of these lightning events were of negative polarity,
most occurring in the stratiform region after the continu-
ing current. To our best knowledge, as inferred from the
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Figure 6. Coordinated sprite-lightning observation of a prompt sprite simultaneously recorded by the
Bennett and the Hawley SpriteCams at 0905 UTC on 29 June 2011. (a and b) The time-altitude plot
and plan view of LMA sources, respectively. The range rings (centered at the LMA origin) drawn at every
50 km are shown in Figure 6b. LMA sources related to recoil leaders (or K processes) are marked with
black crosses; LMA sources reflecting the propagation of negative leaders are shown as different colors
and symbols to illustrate the progression in the convective region (blue dots), along a slanting path from
the leading convection to the trailing stratiform (green dots), during the t100,sp interval (red dots), during
continuing current (blue circles), and after continuing current (green circles). The +CG stroke is indicated
by a pink triangle. IC discharges (solid and open diamonds for positive and negative events, respectively)
during the flash are indicated in Figure 6a (lower row for NLDN detections and upper row for more
detections with multiple LF sensors). (c and d) The sprite images (with color added to black/white images)
from two cameras. (e) The sprite-parent flash (shown by LMA sources for negative leaders) in comparison
with the NEXRAD radar scan from Dodge City, Kansas.
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time and location of their occurrence, these negative IC
events reflect the migration of negative charge (raised
from ground through the continuing current) to lower
altitudes in the stratiform. It is noticed that the NLDN
classified half of these negative ICs as negative CGs
(with peak currents <10 kA).

4.2. +CG at 080931.720 UTC

[42] Here we examine the lightning evolution leading to
a 156 kA +CG stroke (Flash 13 in Table 1) that produced a
very bright sprite. As shown in the inset of Figure 8c, the
sprite cluster consisted of a total of ≥8 carrot-shape
elements, with tendrils extending to altitudes as low as
35 km. The signal of sprite current is distinct in the VLF
data, indicating that the sprite was fully formed within
5ms after the return stroke and produced a charge moment
change around +150 C km. The observation from Bennett
indicates that the sprite production was suppressed on the
top at about 85 km, roughly the altitude for nighttime
ionosphere at midlatitudes [Han and Cummer, 2010]. As
shown in Figure 8d, the sprite was produced over the
secondary maximum of radar reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) in
the stratiform, like most sprites observed between 0640
and 0840 UTC.
[43] The flash initiated near 10 km (MSL) altitude in the

convective region of the MCS, and the subsequent develop-
ment remained confined in cloud regions with ≥20 dBZ
reflectivity. As shown in Figure 8a, the negative leader
mainly propagated above 7 km MSL (�17�C). During a life-
time of 1.8 s, the flash spawned three +CG strokes and at
least 30 fast IC events that were mostly of positive polarity.
Near the end of the flash, several negative IC events
occurred in the cloud regions explored by negative leaders

(blue circles) during the continuing current, probably in
association with negative charge transfer to lower altitudes
in the stratiform.
[44] The first stroke (+57 kA) was located below the flash

initiation and did not produce a sprite with a moderate iCMC
and relatively weak continuing current. The second stroke
(not reported by the NLDN) was less impulsive and initiated
a continuing current that persisted on a level of >10 kA km
until a third stroke occurred to produce the sprite; the third
stroke is designated as the sprite-producing stroke. The
iCMC (+1150C km) estimated for this stroke is one of the
highest produced by the MCS on 29 June and contains a
significant contribution from the sprite current. The excep-
tional brightness of this sprite might also be linked to a
strong continuing current after the third stroke, which stayed
on>70kAkm for about 20ms and lasted up to 200ms, while
the associated negative leaders approached the boundary of
20 dBZ reflectivity. It is also possible that the exceptional
brightness of this sprite was aided by the continuing current
initiated by the second stroke. The presprite continuing current
accumulated a charge moment change of +4000Ckm, which
is sufficiently large to alter the status of local mesosphere to
a favorable condition for bright sprites.
[45] Note that even with an exceptional brightness, the cen-

ter of sprite production was clearly offset from the causative
stroke. As shown in Figure 8c, LMA sources (red dots in the
red circle) during t100,sp, however, indicate that the negative
leader progressed (indicated by an arrow) into the cloud region
under the sprite. Therefore, this example again shows that the
sprite location is linked to the in-cloud negative leader activity
prior to the stroke, instead of the stroke itself, confirming that
the region of prior negative leader activity is the region where
the positive charge is removed by a SP+CG stroke.
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Figure 7. (a) ULF data recorded at 1668 km range showing the signal of impulse current and continuing
current of a SP+CG stroke at 0905:06.400 UTC. (b) Time-resolved current moment and charge moment
derived from the ULF data; the second peak in the current-moment waveform reflects the current along
streamer regions of the sprite.
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[46] The geometric center of red dots in the red circle is
located at 9.1 kmMSL (�27�C) or 8.7 km above ground level.
We assume that all the +CG strokes in this flash removed
charge from a 2 km deep positively charged layer centered at
this altitude. The overall charge moment change caused by
three +CGs in this flash was about +12,000C km, and thus a
total of 1380 C positive charge was transferred to ground. As
shown in Figure 8c, the first and second strokes, which to-
gether contributed one third of the total charge transfer, re-
moved charge mainly from the cloud region near the flash
origin; the average charge removal density by these two
strokes is estimated to be 0.027 nC/m3. The third stroke pri-
marily discharged a cloud region above the second maximum
of radar reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) in the trailing stratiform, and
the average charge removal density is 0.087 nC/m3.

[47] As shown in Figure 8c, the triangulated region of
sprite production was stretched (with an aspect ratio of
1.6) in the direction of negative leader progression. This
suggests that the spatial geometry, not just the location, of
the in-cloud charge removal might have an observable effect
on the large-scale structure of sprites, as discussed further in
the next section.

4.3. Triangulation of Prompt Sprites

[48] Figure 9 shows the triangulation results (relative to
the SP+CG stroke marked as triangles) for the sprites that
initiated within 20ms after the return stroke. The subsequent
sprites produced by four strokes as delayed events are also
shown for a comparison. It should be mentioned that the
sprite related to the stroke at 1005:55.069 UTC was capped
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Figure 8. Coordinated observation of a very bright sprite cluster observed at 0809 UTC. (a) Time-
altitude plot of LMA sources after the flash initiation near 10 km MSL altitude in the convection region.
(b) Time-resolved current moment and charge moment of the charge transfer to ground during the flash.
(c) Horizontal view of the flash structure in comparison with triangulated sprite production (in pink
rectangular region). The insets show sprite images from two cameras; city lights are visible at the bottom
of the image from Bennett. Note that the sprite production was stretched in the direction (indicated by an
arrow) of underneath negative leader propagation during t100,sp. (d) Comparison between lightning flash
structure, triangulated sprite formation, and the radar scan from Dodge City, Kansas, showing that this
bright sprite cluster was produced above the secondary maximum of radar reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) in the
trailing stratiform.
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by a halo with a transverse scale of >80 km; the center of
this halo was slightly offset (<10 km) from the ground
stroke, which agrees with that halos are almost centered di-
rectly above the parent stroke [Wescott et al., 2001], provid-
ing a validation of our triangulation results.
[49] Several comments can be made regarding the effect

of SP+CG strokes on the general morphology of prompt
sprites. First of all, there is a tendency that larger iCMCs
are more likely linked to horizontally extensive sprites,
which is consistent with previous observations that the num-
ber of sprites elements is correlated to the magnitude of im-
pulse charge transfer [Adachi et al., 2004; Greenberg et al.,
2009]. Among the 13 sprites with one side of the triangu-
lated region ≥40 km, 11 events were linked to iCMCs greater

than the median (+485C km) of the 25 +CGs producing
prompt sprites. Unfortunately, with the spatial resolution
that can be achieved at the range of OKLMA, it is not
feasible to determine the exact number of elements for most
sprites observed on 29 June.
[50] Secondly, as shown for the sprite examined in section

4.2, the region of sprite formation is not always of circular
symmetry. Instead, it is often elongated in one direction, and
the aspect ratio can be as high as 2. Analyses of LMA data
for sprites with clear asymmetry indicate that, for two sprites
(at 0809 and 0845 UTC), the large-scale sprite structure is
stretched in the same direction as the prior negative leader
progression; for the remaining events, LMA sources during
t100,sp are not adequate to outline the presprite negative leader
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Figure 9. Triangulation of prompt sprites (within 20ms after the parent stroke) relative to the parent
stroke (indicated by a triangle) with simultaneous observations from Bennett and Hawley. Four SP+CG
strokes also produced subsequent sprites (in triangulated region 2) as delayed events. The time, peak
current, and iCMC are given for each stroke. For four sprites, the direction of preceding negative leader
propagation (indicated with arrows) under the sprite production region is determined from LMA sources
during t100,sp.
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progression. Similar analyses for other sprites suggest that a
symmetric sprite is likely related to the propagation of multiple
leaders, as shown for two events (at 0857 and 1005 UTC)
where LMA sources during t100,sp show the progression of
two negative leaders in distinct directions; this probably
reflects a more symmetric charge removal. These observations
provide evidence that the large-scale sprite structure, particu-
larly its symmetry, is controlled by the geometry of charge
removal from the positive reservoir in the cloud. Examinations
of more sprite-parent flashes at a closer range (<100 km) from
the LMA origin coordinated with triangulated sprite observa-
tions would help verify this more rigorously.
[51] Finally, prompt sprites are seldom centered above the

parent ground stroke, although some sprites with apparent
lateral offsets from strokes were mainly due to a compact
region of sprite production. On average, the center of prompt
sprite formation is laterally displaced from the stroke by
17 km. This suggests that the production of prompt sprites
is affected by the location of in-cloud charge removal. On
the other hand, for these prompt sprites that were mostly as-
sociated with iCMCs in excess of +200C km, the center of
sprite production is typically displaced by <30 km from
the ground stroke location. There was no observation of
horizontal offsets >50 km which, as discussed in section 5,
are often observed for delayed sprites on 29 June that
typically occurred >40ms after the stroke. A relatively large
offset from parent strokes for delayed sprites is actually
shown for four strokes that produced both prompt and
delayed sprites (Figure 9): in all cases, the delayed sprite
was displaced further from the stroke than the prompt sprite.

5. Case Study of Delayed Sprites

[52] This section analyzes the in-cloud structure of +CG
strokes producing sprites with a considerable delay (defined
as >20ms but typically >40ms) relative to the return
stroke. Three flashes are examined, including a sprite with
two elements both laterally displaced by 35–50 km from the
ground stroke (section 5.1), a sprite with six elements (as a
“dancing” event) during the continuing current of one stroke
(section 5.2), and two sprites produced respectively by distinct
strokes in one flash (section 5.3). For these flashes, the LF data
were only recorded at two sites (and thus geolocation of fast
lightning processes is not feasible), and NLDN-reported light-
ning events are included in the analysis.
[53] Different from the prompt counterparts, delayed sprites

often occur with a substantial lateral offset (>30km) from
parent strokes. The triangulated sprite formation, however,
remains located above the cloud region explored by preceding
negative leaders. Therefore, sprites with substantial delays
after parent ground strokes occur by responding to in-cloud
charge arrangement during continuing current. The offset
between the large-scale sprite structure and parent stroke
reflects a comparable displacement of the center of positive
charge removal relative to the ground stroke.

5.1. +CG at 0800:13.429 UTC

[54] Figure 10 shows the analyses of a delayed sprite with
two elements (denoted as sp-a and sp-b in Figure 10c) that were
relatively faint, but both could be triangulated. Element B
appeared to be brighter and persisted longer in the observations
from both cameras. The sprite was produced midway through

the 0.7 s lifetime of the parent flash, which was the only
sprite-producing flash on 29 June that lasted less than 1 s.
[55] At>100 km range from the LMA origin, almost all the

LMA sources of this flash were linked to the progression of
negative leaders. As shown in Figure 10a, negative leaders
propagated in a positive charge region between 7 and 11 km
MSL (�16�C to �44�C) in the trailing stratiform. The flash
origin (cyan cross), as inferred from the first several LMA
sources, was located at 6 km MSL (�10�C) in the stratiform
(Figure 10d). The spatial structure of this flash is similar to a
sprite-parent flash of comparable duration (0.9 s) examined
by Lang et al. [2010], which also initiated near the freezing
level at 4.8 km (MSL) and discharged a positive charge
region centered at 9.3 km MSL (�36�C) in the stratiform
of a symmetric MCS.
[56] For this flash with little evolution in the leading

convection, the NLDN only reported three fast discharges
located within 10 km of the flash origin, including an early
IC event and two subsequent +CG strokes. With a rela-
tively small iCMC of +88 C km, the first stroke initiated a
weak but detectable continuing current moment (<+10 kA
km). The second stroke, designated as the sprite-causative
stroke here, was less impulsive but dramatically boosted
the continuing current by a factor of >3 (Figure 10b).
The continuing current moment retained a magnitude of
20–30 kA km for >100ms and died out slowly toward the
end of the flash. As commonly observed for delayed sprites
[Gamerota et al., 2011], the sprite was observed around the
peak of continuing current when the charge moment
change accumulated to +2400C km, half of the total
CMC of the stroke.
[57] Both sprite elements were laterally displaced by

>30 km from the causative stroke (Figure 10c). LMA
sources in the t100,sp interval (red dots) indicate that nega-
tive leaders propagated near the flash origin and also
extended into the cloud region above the second maximum
of radar reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) embedded in the stratiform
(Figure 10d). The main cluster of LMA sources in the red
circle is of our major interest since these sources were right
below the triangulated sprite and outline the main cloud
region of charge removal responsible for sprite production.
Positive charge was effectively removed from this region
through the intense continuing current, over which the
electric field first exceeded the threshold for sprite initia-
tion. Both sprite elements are located <20 km from the
geometric center (black plus in Figure 10c) of LMA
sources in the red circle. The altitude of this geometric
center is 8.4 km MSL (�24�C) or 8.0 km above ground
level, which is used as the original height of positive charge
removed in this flash (from a 2 km deep region defined by
the black circle). The positively charged region in the
stratiform was depleted by approximately +600 C, and the
average density of positive charge removal is estimated to
be 0.045 nC/m3.

5.2. +CG at 0816:55.600 UTC

[58] One of the most enigmatic sprite morphologies is the
“jumping/dancing” sprites, in which multiple elements ap-
pear intermittently over different regions of the parent storm
[Lyons, 1996]. Here we examine a positive stroke (Flash 17
in Table 1) that produced a sequence of six sprite elements
through brief surges superposed on a continuing current.
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None of these current surges was caused by new ground
strokes, leaving a most probable connection with M compo-
nents [Rakov et al., 2001; Yashunin et al., 2007; Asano
et al., 2009a]. As shown in Figure 11c, the progression of
negative leaders branched extensively in the stratiform; indi-
vidual sprite elements appeared as “fruits” on the branches
rooted in the flash initiation region. All of these sprites were
delayed events, and none of them was particularly bright. In-
terestingly, although negative leaders in this flash also prop-
agated over the secondary maximum of radar reflectivity
(≥35 dBZ) in the stratiform, all the sprite elements were pro-
duced above the edge of enhanced reflectivity.
[59] This is another stratiform-initiated sprite-parent flash

that primarily developed at the temperate level of �20�C.
The NLDN reported two +CG strokes and four +IC events
for the flash. The first +CG occurred 0.2 s after flash onset,
not far from the flash origin, and produced an iCMC of
+124C km. The ensuing continuing current remained at a
level of >1 kA for more than 500ms, reaching peak

magnitude of >5 kA and leading to a total charge moment
change of +13,000C km. There was no sprite observation af-
ter the continuing current began to decay gradually toward
the end of the flash, even at the time of a second +CG with
an iCMC of +140C km. Instead of identifying LMA sources
within 100ms before each sprite element, we outline the
cloud region of positive charge removal responsible for
sprites with the LMA sources detected from 100ms before
the first sprite element until the last sprite element (denoted
as tsp in Figure 11a). The geometric center (black plus in
Figure 11c) of these LMA sources is located at 8.1 km
MSL (�18�C) or 7.7 km above ground level. Therefore,
+CG strokes in this flash removed near 1700 C positive
charge from the trailing stratiform. For this flash, we con-
strain the positive charge removal with a 2 km deep circular
region roughly encompassing the entire flash, and the aver-
age density of positive charge depletion is 0.103 nC/m3.
[60] A further examination of individual sprite elements

indicates that the time-resolved spatial structure of sprite
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Figure 10. Coordinated observation of a delayed sprite at 0800 UTC with two elements that were both
laterally offset from the causative stroke by >30 km. (a) Time-altitude plot of LMA sources after the flash
initiated at 6 km MSL altitude. (b) Time-resolved current moment and charge moment for the SP+CG stroke.
(c) Plan view of flash structure in comparisonwith the triangulated location (pink circles) of two sprite elements
(denoted as sp-a and sp-b). (d) Comparison between flash structure, sprite production, and radar scan from
Dodge City, Kansas, showing that the sprite-parent flash initiated in the stratiform region.
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generally reflects the progression of negative leaders through
the positively charged region in the stratiform. In Figure 12,
columns a and c show the image of sprite elements observed
from two cameras; column b shows the lightning progres-
sion with LMA sources within 100ms (red dots in each
panel) before each element (or since the previous element),
and the plus symbol marks the geometric center of these
LMA sources. In general, the sprite element was produced
above the active negative leader progression in the prior tens
of milliseconds, which is most distinct for the last element
(sp4) that was relatively separated in time from prior
elements. On the other hand, not all the negative leader pro-
gression lead to an observable sprite, which suggests that the
current surges responsible for triggering sprite might be
linked to localized positive charge concentration in the strat-
iform. LMA observations coordinated with high-speed sprite

imaging are desired to reveal more details regarding the
correlation between sprite dynamics and in-cloud negative
leader progression.

5.3. +CG at 1005:54.528 UTC

[61] For the last case study, we examine a complex flash
(Event 26 in Table 1) near the end of the observation on
29 June that produced two sprites as a simple dancing event
through distinct strokes. The main discussion regards the
first sprite as a delayed event. A total of five +CG strokes
were reported by the NLDN for this flash, all with peak
currents in excess of 30 kA, and another 25 IC events were
detected. The flash initiated near the leading convection
(Figure 13d) and developed two major extensions (shown
by LMA sources marked as green and blue dots, respec-
tively) that generally progressed eastward and northward,
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Figure 11. Coordinated observation of a sequence of six sprite elements (as a dancing event) at 0816
UTC that were produced through intermittent current surges during a long continuing current. (a)
Time-altitude plot of LMA sources after the flash initiated near 7 km MSL altitude in the stratiform.
(b) Time-resolved current moment and charge moment for the SP+CG stroke. (c) Plan view of flash
development with extensive branching in the trailing-stratiform region (shown by LMA sources during
the tsp interval) during the sprite production interval. The triangulated positions of individual sprite
elements are indicated by pink circles. (d) Comparison between flash structure, triangulated sprite
production, and radar scan from Dodge City, Kansas, showing that the sprite-parent flash also initiated
in the stratiform region.
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respectively (Figure 13c). The negative leaders in both
directions propagated in positively charged cloud regions
centered above the freezing level.
[62] The first sprite produced in this flash consisted of ≥5

vertically aligned elements that all appeared between 44ms
and 55ms after the first stroke with an iCMC of +157C km.
This stroke initiated a continuing current of 200ms and pro-
duced a total CMC of +4000C km. The sprite was produced
with short delay (4–15ms) after a second +CG that gave rise
to a current surge superposed on the continuing current; here
we did not identify the second stroke, with an iCMC of
+60C km, as the causative stroke because its role is essen-
tially the same as the M component associated with other
delayed sprites. Note that the first +CG, which is designated
as the causative stroke, appeared to originate from the light-
ning channel that propagated northward. The associated
sprite, however, was produced above the eastward channel

extension that dominated the charge transfer linked to the
continuing current. Therefore, it seems the two major exten-
sions of the flash remained electrically connected 700ms
after the flash onset, and the negative breakdown launched
by the first +CG was able to propagate over the full extent
of in-cloud negative channels. A burst of 15 negative IC
events occurred after the first sprite (Figure 13a), most of
which likely reflect a downward migration (to lower alti-
tudes of the stratiform) of negative charge deposited by the
continuing current. Again, a few such negative ICs were
classified by the NLDN as negative CGs with peak currents
higher than 30 kA.
[63] The third stroke, with a large iCMC of +992C km,

produced a prompt, bright sprite embedded in a distinct halo
with small offset (<10 km) from the ground stroke. This
sprite-halo event was clearly above negative leader progres-
sion (red circles) immediately prior to the sprite (Figures 13a

(a) View from Bennett (c) View from Hawley(b) Oklahoma LMA

Figure 12. Temporal development of a series of sprite elements (as a “dancing/jumping” event), as
observed from Bennett (column a) and Hawley (column c) at 0816 UTC, in comparison with the flash
development shown by the OKLMA (column b). In column b, red dots show LMA sources during the
specified time interval after the flash initiation (cyan cross), and gray dots show previous LMA sources.
In general, the variation in the location of sprite elements reflects the progression of multiple negative
leaders during the continuing current initiated by the SP+CG stroke (pink triangle).
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and 13c). During the subsequent continuing current of
240ms, another two +CGs occurred without leading to
further discernible optical emission, and the total charge mo-
ment change of the entire flash accumulated to +8510C km.
[64] In summary, both sprites in this flash were produced

above two regions separated by near 100 km in the strati-
form, which were both explored by negative leaders within
100ms before the sprite. For the delayed sprite, the center
of formation is displaced from the parent stroke by 44 km,
whereas it is only 27 km from the geometric center (at
7.0 km MSL, �17�C) of clustered LMA sources (in the red
circle) under the region of sprite production. We estimated
the average positive charge removal density by the first
stroke from the cloud region (a blue circle in Figure 13c) that
encloses LMA sources during the subsequent continuing
current. For this circular region centered at 6.6 km AGL,
the estimated positive charge removal by the first two
strokes is 0.078 nC/m3; the same method applied to the
charge transfer of the last three +CG strokes estimates the
average charge removal density to be 0.045 nC/m3.

[65] On 29 June, a total of 14 “dancing” sprites were
observed with at least two sprites showing distinct separa-
tion in space and time. Three of them, including the long
sprite sequence examined in section 5.2, were produced
(all as delayed events) through current surges superposed
on an intense continuing current (on ~20 kA km level for a
substantial duration). In another three cases, the impulse
charge transfer of the leading stroke and subsequent current
surges during continuing current produced prompt and
delayed sprites, respectively. The remaining eight “dancing”
sprites were all produced through discrete +CG strokes in
the same flash that were separated by 200–700ms in time
and 35–70 km in ground location.

6. Spatial Sprite-Lightning Relationship

[66] In this section, we quantify and summarize the spatial
relationship between sprites and parent lightning, using
ground stroke locations and LMA-resolved in-cloud light-
ning activity, respectively. The 29 SP+CG strokes in Table 1
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Figure 13. Coordinated observation of two sprites at 1005 UTC that were produced by two distinct +CG
strokes in the same flash. (a) Time-altitude plot of LMA sources after the flash initiated at 6 km MSL altitude
in the convection region. (b) Time-resolved current moment and charge moment for SP+CG strokes. (c) Plan
view of flash development with two major extensions that progressed eastward and northward, respectively.
(d) Comparison between flash structure, triangulated sprite production, and radar scan from Dodge City,
Kansas, showing that two sprites were produced over well-separated regions of the stratiform.
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are analyzed, and individual sprites at varying times after the
same stroke are examined as first and subsequent sprites. We
also divided strokes into two groups with iCMCs above and
below +200C km (the nominal critical iCMC for prompt
sprite production on 29 June), respectively, to explore the
dependence of the spatial sprite-lightning relationship on
the magnitude of impulse charge moment change.

6.1. Spatial Offset Between Sprites and Parent Strokes

[67] The offset between sprites and causative strokes is eval-
uated with the distance between the ground stroke location and
the center of triangulated sprite formation (Ds-sp), which is
26 km on average for triangulated sprites in our analysis. Fig-
ure 14a shows the relationship between Ds-sp and the temporal
delay of sprites after the parent stroke. Our results are gener-
ally consistent with previous observations that sprites are typ-
ically produced within 50 km of the causative stroke [Lyons,

1996; Wescott et al., 2001; Soula et al., 2010]. However, our
results also reveal the presence of two distinct groups that re-
flect a dependence of sprite-stroke offset on the temporal delay
of sprite production relative to the stroke:
[68] 1. Prompt sprites produced by strokes with iCMCs

+200C km are typically centered within 30 km of the parent
stroke. Half of the SP+CG strokes with iCMCs< +200C km
also produced prompt sprites that exhibit a larger variance (5
to 45 km) in the horizontal displacement from parent strokes.
On average, the center of production for 25 prompt sprites is
offset from the parent stroke by 17 km.
[69] 2. Delayed sprites are typically displaced by >30 km

(45 km on average) from the parent stroke, regardless of
iCMCs. In particular, four +CG strokes producing prompt
sprites, three with iCMCs>+200C km and one with iCMC
+200C km, also produced delayed (subsequent) sprites with
>30 km offset from parent strokes.
[70] In contrast to our observations in Figure 14a, Füllekrug

et al. [2001] and São Sabbas et al. [2003] found that a substan-
tial fraction (~30%) of delayed sprites were minimally
displaced (<20 km) from the ground stroke. In addition, the
analyses of São Sabbas et al. [2003] show a significant popu-
lation of prompt sprites with >50 km lateral offset from caus-
ative strokes. The nature of lightning-sprite offset probably
depends at least in part on the thunderstorm charge structure
itself, andmore triangulated sprite observations are anticipated
to generate a robust statistical relationship between sprites and
parent strokes. In particular, it is necessary to verify whether
delayed sprites are usually characterized by a substantial hori-
zontal displacement from the causative stroke.

6.2. Relationship Between Sprite and In-Cloud
Leader Activity

[71] Here we investigate the spatial sprite-lightning rela-
tionship with in-cloud lightning activity shown by LMA
sources. LMA sources during the t100,sp interval are used to
identify the lightning activity with immediate contribution
to the sprite initiation. For three SP+CG strokes before
0646 UTC, there were no LMA sources during t100,sp to ex-
amine the lightning activity linked to the subsequent sprite.
Figure 14b shows the offset between the geometric center
of selected LMA sources and the center of sprite formation
for SP+CG strokes with good LMA data. It is clear that
the lateral offset, for both prompt and delayed sprites, is less
than 30 km in all cases but one; the average offset for prompt
and delayed sprites is 17 km and 16 km, respectively. Conse-
quently, the in-cloud negative leader activity resolved by the
LMA sources immediately prior to sprites is generally a
better indicator of sprite location than the ground stroke.
[72] Figure 15 shows the spatial relationship between

sprites and preceding in-cloud lightning activity for three
prompt sprites whose center of formation was laterally
displaced by >30 km from the causative stroke, which in
two cases (Figures 15a and 15c) was under the cloud region
where the flash initiated. LMA sources during t100,sp indicate
that negative leaders might extend into different regions of
the cloud prior to sprites. Our analyses outline the positive
charge removal involved in sprite production with the clus-
tered LMA sources (enclosed in a red circle) in the stratiform
region under the sprite. As we can see for all of these cases,
negative leaders have propagated into the underneath cloud
region upon the sprite initiation. The geometric center (black
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Figure 14. (a) Correlation between sprite-lightning offset
(using the ground location of SP+CG strokes) and the temporal
delay of sprites relative to the initial ground contact of strokes.
Temporally distinguishable sprite elements produced by the SP
+CG strokes are examined. (b) Correlation between sprite-
lightning offset (based on LMA sources during t100,sp) and
the delay of sprites relative to parent strokes. For three flashes
before 0646 UTC (indicated by arrows in Figure 14a), the
LMA data are not appropriate for analyzing the subsequent
sprite. The green dashed lines in the figures show the average
horizontal offset of the center of sprite production relative to
the ground stroke (Figure 14a) and relative to the geometric
center of selected LMA sources (Figure 14b).
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plus) of selected LMA sources is usually within 15 km of the
center of sprite formation. In all of these cases, the center of
positive charge removal is laterally displaced by >20 km
from the stroke, in the forward direction of negative leader
progression in the stratiform.
[73] There is one exception in Figure 14b showing that the

center of sprite production (for the second stroke of Flash 19
in Table 1) was substantially displaced (>50 km) from the
primary negative leader progression during t100,sp. Figure 16
shows the analysis of this prompt sprite associated with an
iCMC of +714C km. The SP+CG stroke was laterally offset
by 20 km from the center of triangulated sprite production
(Figure 16a), which was above the secondary maximum of
radar reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) in the trailing stratiform
(Figure 16b). Although there were some LMA sources dur-
ing t100,sp below the sprite, the main cluster in this interval
(enclosed by a red circle) was >30 km from the ground
stroke, with significant offset from the sprite production.
Therefore, in this specific case, as well as other SP+CG
strokes with iCMCs>+200C km produced by the MCS
on 29 June, the stroke location is a good indicator of prompt
sprite location.
[74] In summary, our analyses suggest that the negative

leader progression resolved by LMA sources within
100ms prior to sprites outlines the possible region of sprite
production (with uncertainty <30 km for the MCS on 29
June). If we presume the sprite formation is centered above
the cloud region of positive charge removal, the lateral
displacement of sprites from causative strokes reflects
the horizontal offset between SP+CG strokes and the
corresponding charge reservoir. Many sprites are centered
roughly above the leading edge of negative leader progres-
sion upon the stroke occurrence [e.g., Stanley, 2000], indi-
cating that more positive charge is removed from there.
Electric field measurements from ground-based or airborne
platforms are desirable for further sprite-LMA observations
in order to fully understand the spatial relationship between
sprite production, in-cloud lightning structure, and ground
stroke as the sink of cloud-to-ground charge transfer.

7. Positive Charge Reservoir for Sprites on
29 June

[75] In this section, we discuss the positive charge reser-
voir with major contributions to the sprite production on
29 June. Analyses of coordinated sprite-lightning observa-
tions indicate that, in all cases but one, the center of sprite
production was located within 30 km of the geometric center
of LMA sources within 100ms prior to sprites, which
suggests that LMA sources during t100,sp can be used to
constrain the in-cloud region of positive charge removal
responsible for sprites. Based on this spatial relationship
between sprite and in-cloud lightning activity, we examined
13 more SP+CG strokes (produced in 13 flashes) with asso-
ciated sprites recorded only by one camera. Although a
triangulation of sprite location is not feasible for these
strokes, they remain a valuable dataset with good LMA
mapping data. The following procedures are implemented
to constrain the positively charged cloud region contributing
to the sprite production:
[76] 1. Identify the LMA sources during the t100,sp inter-

val. The video observation from one camera is often
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Figure 15. Spatial relationship between triangulated sprite
formation (constrained in the pink rectangular region), SP
+CG strokes (pink triangles), and LMA sources during t100,sp
(red dots in the red circle, with the geometric center located at
black plus) with major contribution to the sprite production,
for three selected sprites whose center of formation was later-
ally displaced by>30 km from the parent ground stroke. Other
LMA sources in the flash are shown as black circles, and the
flash initiation is indicated by a cyan cross.
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sufficient to estimate a latest time of sprite initiation and thus
to determine whether the sprite event is prompt or delayed.
[77] 2. Identify the major lightning progression related to

the sprite formation by visually looking for clustered LMA
sources. For prompt sprites, we look for the clustered
LMA sources near the stroke location during t100,sp; for
delayed sprites, we identify the most significant cluster of
LMA sources without regarding the stroke location.

7.1. Altitude of Positive Charge Region Involved in
Sprite Production

[78] We computed the original altitude of positive charge
removal (H+SP) linked to sprite production with the average
altitude of LMA sources identified with these procedures.
The results are plotted in Figure 17 along with that for trian-
gulated sprites, showing H+SP for sprite-parent flashes at dif-
ferent times into the MCS. The time history of H+SP for a
total of 42 SP+CG strokes over approximately 4 h confirm
that even in the same storm, the altitude of positive charge
region tapped by +CG strokes may vary significantly as
the storm evolves [Lu et al., 2009; Lang et al., 2010]. More-
over, our results indicate a specific pattern of this variation:
as the MCS evolved through the mature stage with an
expanding stratiform region, the altitude of positive charge
layer involved in the sprite production gradually dropped
from around 10 km MSL (�35�C) to near 6 km MSL
(�10�C) [Ely et al., 2008]. In general, the positive charge re-
moved by SP+CG strokes was originally located between
5.0 km and 11.0 km MSL (in the temperature range of
�5�C to �45�C). On average, the positive cloud region
tapped by SP+CGs is centered at 3.6 km above the freezing
level or at 7.9 km above ground level.
[79] According to the conceptual charge structure of MCSs

based on balloon soundings [Stolzenburg et al., 1998], in the

trailing stratiform there are two positive charge layers centered
at the temperature levels of 0�C and�25�C, respectively. Our
analyses of 42 SP+CG strokes generated by the MCS on 29
June indicate that the upper positive layer is the major charge
reservoir for sprites, in agreement with previous studies [Lang
et al., 2010], and similar to wintertime MCS-like sprite-
producing storms in Japan [Suzuki et al., 2006, 2011]. The up-
per positive charge layer could also be directly involved in
sprite-parent flashes that initiate in the stratiform, which has
been reported by Lang et al. [2010] and was also observed
for three sprite-producing flashes on 29 June.
[80] The assertion that the upper positive charge layer

in the trailing stratiform of MCSs is the major source for
SP+CG strokes, however, does not exclude the lower
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Figure 16. Lightning mapping observation of a prompt sprite produced by a +CG stroke at 0836:12.465
UTC on June 29 (the second SP+CG stroke of Flash 19 in Table 1). (a) Both the triangulated sprite and the
SP+CG stroke (pink triangle) were laterally displaced by >30 km from the main negative leader progres-
sion (indicated by LMA sources shown as red dots enclosed by a red circle, with the geometric center
located at plus) during t100,sp. (b) Comparison with the NEXRAD radar scan from Dodge City, Kansas,
shows that the flash initiation (cyan cross) was in the leading convection, and the sprite was produced over
the secondary maximum of radar reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) in the stratiform.
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Figure 17. Estimated original altitude of positive charge
transferred to the ground by 42 SP+CG strokes produced
by the MCS on 29 June 2011.
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positive layer from being involved in flash development.
The downward progression of negative leaders after the con-
tinuing current might extend into the lower positive region,
leading to extensive lightning channels spreading near the
cloud base. It is not clear whether such lightning progression
is linked to the so-called “spider lightning” crawling near the
bottom of the stratiform [Mazur et al., 1998], and video ob-
servations of spider lightning with simultaneous LMA and
broadband sferic measurements are desirable to elucidate
the relationship between spider lightning and continuing
current in +CG strokes. This is important because spider
lightning has been quoted as evidence that the lower positive
region near the freezing level in the MCS stratiform is the
main charge reservoir of SP+CG strokes, presumably due
to its predominance (in terms of charge density) relative to
the upper positive layer [Williams, 1998]. There are analy-
ses, also based on coordinated sprite-lightning observations
near the LMA, indicating that the charge source of SP+CG
strokes could be located below the freezing level [Lyons
et al., 2003, Table 1]. However, all but one of these analyses
were based on LMA sources at >100 km range from the
LMA origin, and the results are subject to a relatively large
uncertainty; for the remaining one case with LMA sources
at ~50 km range, our method estimates the altitude of posi-
tive charge removal to be around the freezing level, instead
of 0.5 km below as estimated by Lyons et al. [2003]. There-
fore, to our best knowledge, there is no convincing evidence
showing that the original altitude of positive charge removed
by SP+CGs could be lower than the freezing level (at least in
the majority cases). On the other hand, it is possible that the
upper positive charge layer and hence the propagation of
intrusive negative leaders might extend to lower altitudes
below the freezing level at some parts in the stratiform, as
implied by the variation in the altitude of negative leader
progression in the stratiform [Carey et al., 2005]. The
spreading of negative leaders (especially those from the
leading convection) in the stratiform often induces negative
IC events (usually after the continuing current). Some of
these negative ICs would be classified by the NLDN as neg-
ative CG strokes and might affect to some extent the statisti-
cal analyses of lightning genesis associated with mesoscale
convective systems. However, the propagation of highly
charged negative leaders at relatively low altitudes in the
stratiform does substantially enhance the chance of trigger-
ing upward positive leaders from elevated objects on ground
and resulting in negative strokes [Warner et al., 2012]. For
example, Soula et al. [2010] reported occurrence of negative
CGs late in sprite-parent flashes in a Mediterranean winter
storm with the freezing level at about 1 km MSL.

7.2. Average Charge Removal Density by
SP+CG Strokes

[81] To calculate the average charge removal density of
SP+CG strokes, we assumed a depth of 2 km for the positive
charge layer, as shown in the conceptual charge structure of
MCSs [Stolzenburg et al., 1998]. As shown in Figure 17, the
estimated altitudes of charge reservoirs for SP+CGs exhibit
a variation of about 2 km, which might reflect the actual
thickness of the positive charge layer with major contribu-
tion to sprite production over the MCS on 29 June.
[82] With our method confining the positive charge

removal region by SP+CG strokes, the estimated average

charge removal density of six SP+CGs ranges from
0.045 nC/m3 to 0.103 nC/m3. Our results are substantially
smaller than the estimate (between 1.0 nC/m3 and 2.0 nC/m3)
reported by Lang et al. [2011], who used the same method
as ours to estimate the charge moment change of +CG strokes.
The dramatic difference in estimated charge removal density is
mainly because of distinct approaches to calculating the
charge depletion volume. Lang et al. [2011] calculated the
volume of positive charge removal by counting the number
of 1 km3 cubes that contains at least one LMA source. Their
estimates are generally in the broad range of positive cloud
charge density (0.1–2.8 nC/m3) as interpreted from balloon
soundings of electric fields through the stratiform of MCSs
[Marshall and Rust, 1993;Marshall et al., 2001]. In particular,
Marshall et al. [2001] analyzed a balloon sounding around
the time of six high peak-current (>32 kA) +CG strokes and
identified two positive charge layers (both of 400–500m
thickness) between 5 and 7 km (above the freezing level at
4.2 km). The positive charge density in both of these charge
layers was 2.0� 0.2 nC/m3.
[83] Due to the lack of a sophisticated method to identify

the exact cloud region drained by SP+CG strokes, we
outlined the region of positive charge depletion with a
2 km thick circular plate that encloses LMA sources detected
during the +CG. This undoubtedly will underestimate the
average density of positive charge removal by SP+CG
strokes (by overestimating the size of charge removal). Also,
a 2 km depth might be too much for the positive charge layer
explored by negative leaders in a specific flash. Therefore,
our estimate of average charge removal density by SP+CG
strokes reflects more about the effect of a specific SP+CG
stroke on the entire positively charged region in the strati-
form. Nevertheless, to precisely evaluate the average charge
removal density by SP+CG strokes, we need better methods
to outline the three-dimensional cloud region tapped by neg-
ative lightning leaders.

8. Summary

[84] In this paper, we examined the coordinated sprite-
lightning observations on 29 June 2011 over an asymmetric
mesoscale convective system near the Oklahoma LMA.
Broadband (<1Hz to 300 kHz) lightning sferics were
recorded near Duke University and at other stations near
the OKLMA. The main analysis concerns the sprites (associ-
ated with 26 parent flashes) that could be triangulated with
simultaneous observations from Bennett, Colorado and
Hawley, Texas. Most of these sprites were produced by
+CG strokes that struck ground under the trailing stratiform
of the MCS. The in-cloud lightning activity associated with
the majority (~90%) of these sprites was resolved by the
LMA with good temporal and spatial resolution, suitable
for an analysis of in-cloud positive charge removal by
SP+CG strokes.
[85] Many sprite-parent flashes bear the features first iden-

tified by Stanley [2000] for sprites observed over an MCS in
Florida. Most flashes initiate as ordinary bilevel intracloud
(IC) lightning in the leading convection of MCSs and prop-
agate into the trailing stratiform to culminate energetic +CG
strokes that typically produce sprites with short delays. On
the other hand, sprite-parent flashes are also observed to
initiate in the trailing stratiform [e.g., Lang et al., 2010],
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and SP+CG strokes with this morphology tend to produce
sprites with relatively long delays. The main findings of
our analysis are summarized as follows:
[86] 1. Analyses of triangulated sprites indicate that sprites

are usually not centered above the ground stroke, even for
exceptionally bright events. Our results reveal a dependence
of sprite-stroke offset on the temporal delay relative to the
return stroke. Prompt sprites (<20ms after the stroke),
which are typically produced by strokes with relatively large
iCMCs, are usually centered within 30 km of the stroke.
Larger offsets (>30 km) are often observed for delayed
sprites that typically occur >40ms after the parent stroke,
upon current surges (due to M components or subsequent
+CG strokes) superposed on the continuing current.
[87] 2. On the other hand, the comparison between trian-

gulated sprites and LMA-mapped lightning activity indicates
that sprites are usually centered within 30 km from the cloud
region explored by the most recent negative leaders (for
example, within 100ms prior to sprite production). This is
true for both prompt and delayed sprites and also for multi-
ple sprites produced in one lightning flash through distinct
strokes or intermittent current surges during the continuing
current. Therefore, observations of sprites substantially
displaced from causative strokes are not inconsistent with
the quasi-electrostatic model of sprites [Pasko et al., 1997]
except for that most models adopt a simplified geometry
for the charge transfer in SP+CG strokes [e.g., Hu et al.,
2007; Li et al., 2008]. In addition, the large-scale structure
of sprites might be affected by the in-cloud structure of neg-
ative leader progression (or positive charge removal), which
has been demonstrated theoretically by Asano et al. [2009b].
[88] 3. It is confirmed that iCMCs serve an efficient metric

to evaluate the potential of sprite production. For the MCS
on 29 June, once a lightning flash spawns a +CG stroke with
iCMC> +300C km, it is 90% likely to generate a sprite.
Many sprites are observed over the secondary maximum of
radar reflectivity (≥35 dBZ) in the stratiform, implying the
presence of a substantial positive charge concentration
in this region.
[89] After demonstrating the spatial relationship between

triangulated sprites and in-cloud lightning activity during
the prior 100ms, we identify the positive cloud region
responsible for other sprites over the same storm as only
observed by one camera. The analysis of original altitude
of positive charge depleted by a total of 42 SP+CG strokes
indicate that positively charged cloud regions involved in
sprite production descended from about 10 km MSL
(between �40�C and �30�C) to near 6 km (�10�C) during
the mature stage of the MCS, in correspondence with an
expansion of the trailing stratiform [e.g., Ely et al., 2008].
On average, the original altitude of positive charge removed
by SP+CG strokes is 3.6 km above the freezing level. For the
MCS on 29 June, the major charge reservoir for sprites is the
upper positive charge layer illustrated in the conceptual
charge structure of the MCS trailing stratiform. The lower
positive charge region near the freezing level, however,
might be involved in the in-cloud progression of negative
leaders in a certain way that remains to be investigated. Neg-
ative IC events that often occur subsequent to continuing
current in SP+CG strokes are likely linked to this process.
[90] Our results suggest that the LMA sources immedi-

ately prior to sprites can be used as a good indicator of the

horizontal location of high electric field region at high
altitudes where the sprite would be triggered. For the cases
in our analysis, the center of sprite formation is offset by
<20 km on average from the geometric center of LMA
sources within 100ms before the sprite. In order to evaluate
how the in-cloud geometry of charge transfer affects the
exact region where the sprite is produced, more details about
the spatial distribution of charge transfer during SP+CG
strokes remain to be revealed, for example, through
ground-based or balloon-borne measurements [e.g., Lu
et al., 2011] of electric fields at sufficiently close distances
(<10 km) from in-cloud negative leader progression during
the lightning charge transfer that eventually leads to sprites.
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